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a b s t r a c t
In this paper we introduce and study cooperative variants of the Traveling Salesperson
Problem. In these problems a salesperson has to make deliveries to customers who are
willing to help in the process. Customer cooperativeness may be manifested in several
modes: they may assist by approaching the salesperson, by reselling the goods they
purchased to other customers, or by doing both.
Several objectives are of interest: minimizing the total distance traveled by all of the
participants, minimizing the maximal distance traveled by a participant and minimizing
the total time until all of the deliveries are made.
All of the combinations of cooperation modes and objective functions are considered,
both in weighted undirected graphs and in Euclidean space. We show that most of the
problems have a constant approximation algorithm, many of the others admit a PTAS, and
a few are solvable in polynomial time. On the intractability side we provide NP-hardness
proofs and inapproximability factors, some of which are tight.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The Traveling Salesperson Problem (TSP) is a classical problem in combinatorial optimization, which has been studied
extensively in many forms. Cooperative TSP is a set of variants of TSP in which the customers are allowed to move in order
to assist the selling process. They may move in order to expedite the deliveries, and may also move after meeting the
salesperson in order to help the distribution of the goods. For example, consider a secret message that has to be distributed
to several people, but is only allowed to be passed in person. Every person who receives the message may then assist by
passing it forward. We may want to devise a scheme for delivering the secret to all of the recipients as fast as possible. A
further illustration is the problem of an ice cream van vendor. The vendor wishes to sell ice cream to all children in the town.
The children are eager to cooperate, by approaching the van in order to buy ice cream. However, in contrast to the previous
example, they are not interested in selling ice cream to others.
Formally, an instance of Cooperative TSP (cTSP) is a set of agents and a salesperson, located in a finite metric space or
a Euclidean space. A solution is a synchronized series of move instructions to all participants (i.e., the salesperson and the
agents), such that all of the agents eventually receive the delivery. We next elaborate on the various cooperationmodes, the
cost of solutions and other parameters effecting the cTSP.
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Cooperation modes. We consider three modes of cooperation. In the Purchase-Cooperation mode the salesperson has to
meet all agents, and the agents are allowed to move towards the salesperson. In the Sales-Cooperationmode, each agent
receiving a delivery becomes capable of making deliveries similarly to the salesperson. However, an agent is not allowed to
move before receiving a delivery. In the Full-Cooperation mode, an agent may cooperate in both the purchase and sales
phases. That is, an agent may move before receiving the delivery and may make deliveries after receiving it.
Goal functions. Three objectives are considered for Cooperative TSP: minimizing the total travel of all of the participants
(Min–Sum), minimizing the maximal travel of any participant (Min–Max), and minimizing the total time until the sales
process ends (Min–Makespan). Naturally, the Min–Sum goal is motivated by scenarios in which the travel of all of the
participants is covered by the same entity (e.g., the delivery-service company), which is therefore interested in minimizing
the total travel. TheMin–Max objective is required, for example, when there is a bound on the amount of fuel/battery of each
participant, and each of them should spend as little energy as possible on this delivery process. Min–Makespan is simply
motivated by cases in which the completion of the deliveries is urgent.
Metric space. We consider Cooperative TSP in any fixed dimension Euclidean space and in non-negative weighted
undirected graphs. Note that w.l.o.g., wemay assume that the graph is complete and that the weights of all edges satisfy the
triangle inequality, hence this is a finite metric space.
Roundtrip vs. path. We consider the roundtrip versions, in which all participants are required to return to their initial
location, and the path versions in which there is no such requirement.
In this paper we consider all the problems arising from combining cooperation modes, goal functions, graph/Euclidean
space and path/roundtrip versions. We refer to each of the problems we study using the format: Goal-Function-
Cooperation-Mode-[Euclidean]-cTSP (e.g., ‘‘Min–Sum Purchase Euclidean cTSP"). Unless explicitly stated otherwise, a
problem name indicates its path version (rather than its roundtrip version).
1.1. Related studies
The classical TSP problem remains NP-hard even in the special planar variant [17,28]. However, there is a PTAS for any
fixed dimension Euclidean space [5,25].When onlymetric space is assumed, the best known approximation algorithmyields
a 32 -approximation ratio [9] and an inapproximability factor of
131
130 was shown [15].
The Freeze-Tag problem. The Freeze-Tag problem was first suggested and studied by Arkin et al. in [2]. The problem arises
in the context of swarm robotics: how to wake a set of slumbering robots, by having an already awake robot move to their
locations. Once a robot is awake it can assist in waking up other slumbering robots. The objective is to have all robots awake
as early as possible. In our terminology this is the path version of Min–Makespan Sales cTSP. Arkin et al. [2] provided an
NP-hardness proof, a PTAS for the Euclidean variant, and a constant approximation for some graph families. A series of
studies followed (e.g., [34,3,22]) culminating with an O(
√
log n)-approximation for the general weighted graph case [22].
TSP with neighborhoods. TSP with Neighborhoods is a proximity-related variant of TSP. In this problem each customer is
willing to meet the salesperson anywhere within some neighborhood. The problem was first studied by Arkin et al. [1],
followed by quite a few papers (e.g., [23,18,14,11,33,26]). An instance of TSP with Neighborhoods may reside in a weighted
graph or in a Euclidean space. The problem seems quite related to Purchase cTSP, as in both customers are willing to
approach the salesperson. However, in TSP with Neighborhoods the customers’ travel is not counted in the goal function,
while in Cooperative TSP their moves do cost, and are part of the optimization task. Also, in TSP with Neighborhoods there
is an upper bound on the neighborhood size.
Other cooperative multi-agents routing problems. As noted in [2], the Freeze-Tag Problem (and thus the Cooperative TSP
problems) bears features of broadcasting, routing, scheduling andnetwork design. Theminimumbroadcast time, themulticast
problem and theminimum gossip time problem are all closely related to Cooperative TSP (see [19] for a survey and [30,7] for
approximation results). Controlling swarms of robots in order to perform a certain task, has also been studied in various
algorithmic aspects, including environment exploration, robot formation, searching and recruitment (see [2] for a list of
relevant papers). Other researches confront similar scenarios, but with no central control, where each agent has to make
decisions with limited knowledge regarding the environment and the other agents (for example, the problem of routing
autonomous agents in awireless sensor network, and ants behavior inspired algorithms; see [2] for a list of relevant papers).
1.2. Our contribution
We consider all combinations of cooperation modes, goal functions, path/roundtrip and graph/Euclidean versions. The
results for cTSP in weighted graphs are summarized in Table 1 and the results for cTSP in a fixed dimension Euclidean space
are summarized in Table 2. We obtain constant approximations for most of the problems, PTAS for many of the others and
polynomial time exact solutions for a few. On the intractability side we obtain NP-hardness proofs and inapproximability
factors for all the NP-hard graph problems and for some of the Euclidean problems.
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Table 1
Approximation ratios vs. inapproximability ratios for cTSP in weighted Graphs. Next to each result the corresponding
subsection appears. (∗) is by [22] and (∗∗) is by [2]. The parameter ε stands for an arbitrarily small positive constant, or
for a positive function that tends to zero as the input size increases.
cTSP in graphs
Purchase Sales Full
cooperation cooperation cooperation
Goal Approx. Inapprox. Approx. Inapprox. Approx. Inapprox.
Min
Sum 2+ ln 3 3.1 NP-hard 3.1 2 3.1 NP-hard 3.1 2+ ln 3 3.1 APX-hard 3.1
Path
Min
Max PTAS 3.2.1 no FPTAS 3.2.2 3 3.2.2 2− ε 3.2.3 4 3.2.3 2− ε 3.2.3
Min
Makespan Polynomial 3.3.1 O(
√
log n) ∗ 53 − ε ∗∗ 2 3.3.3 2− ε 3.3.3
Min
Sum 32 3.1
131
130 − ε 3.1 32 3.1 131130 − ε 3.1 32 3.1 131130 − ε 3.1
Round
Min
Max PTAS 3.2.1 no FPTAS 3.2.1 3 3.2.2 32 − ε 3.2.2 2 3.2.3 2− ε 3.2.3
Trip
Min
Makespan Polynomial 3.3.1 O(
√
log n) 3.3.2 54 − ε 3.3.2 2 3.3.3 2− ε 3.3.3
Table 2
Approximation ratios for cTSP in any fixed dimension Euclidean space. Next to each
result the corresponding subsection appears. (∗) is by [2]. The parameter ε stands for
an arbitrarily small positive constant, or for a positive function that tends to zero as the
input size increases.
Euclidean cTSP
Goal Purchase Sales Full
cooperation cooperation cooperation
Min–Sum PTAS 2.1.1 53 + ε 2.1.2 2+ ε 2.1.3
Path Min–Max PTAS 2.2.1 3 2.2.2 4 2.2.3
Min–Makespan Polynomial 2.3 PTAS ∗ PTAS 2.3.1
Min–Sum PTAS 2.1 PTAS 2.1 PTAS 2.1
Roundtrip Min–Max PTAS 2.2.1 3 2.2.2 2 2.2.3
Min–Makespan Polynomial 2.3 PTAS 2.3.1 PTAS 2.3.1
Paper organization. We present the results for Euclidean cTSP in Section 2, and the results for cTSP in weighted graphs
in Section 3. Each section is divided into three subsections, one for each of the goal functions (Min–Sum, Min–Max and
Min–Makespan, in this order). Furthermore, each subsection is divided according to cooperation modes (Purchase, Sales
and Full-Cooperation, in this order). Finally, open problems are discussed in Section 4.
2. Euclidean cTSP
This section presents the results we obtained for the various Euclidean cTSP problems.
2.1. Min–Sum Euclidean-cTSP
In this subsection we consider the various objectives for the path versions ofMin–Sum Eucli-dean-cTSP. It is not hard
to see that all the roundtrip versions, i.e., with either of the three cooperation modes, are identical to the classical TSP
problem. (This is explained in detail in Appendix B, Claim B.1.) Thus, like the classic TSP problem, these roundtrip problems
are all NP-hard [17,28], and have a PTAS for any fixed dimension Euclidean space [5,25].
2.1.1. Min–Sum Purchase Euclidean-cTSP
We next provide a PTAS forMin–Sum Purchase Euclidean-cTSP. Note that the problem is NP-hard even for the planar
case. This follows, since an instance of the classical planar TSP can be reduced to an instance of Min–Sum Purchase
Euclidean-cTSP by simply replacing each customer with three agents. This makes the salesperson the only participant who
moves, since it is always cheaper for the salesperson to approach a group of three agents than the other way round.2
2 It is actually sufficient to replace each customer with two agents rather than three. Any solution with agents moving, can be transformed to a solution
where only the salesperson moves: w.l.o.g., each pair of agents from the same location move together. Then replace their traversal with a traversal of the
salesperson back and forth.
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The algorithm and analysis below use Arora’s technique for the PTAS of Euclidean TSP [5]. Our algorithm differs from
Arora’s algorithm in that it has to consider all the agents’ paths and not only the salesperson’s path. We show how this can
be done while keeping the dynamic programming polynomial. We get:
Theorem 2.1. Min–Sum Purchase Euclidean-cTSP admits a PTAS.
We describe the PTAS for the planar case. The extension to any fixed dimension is straightforward. Roughly speaking,
we prove the existence of a coarse solution, which is called a minimal cost portals-limited solution, that has a cost of at most
(1+ε) the cost of an optimal solution.We then showhow to find aminimal cost portals-limited solution in polynomial time,
using dynamic programming.We start by introducing the terminology. Readers familiar with Arora’s PTAS for Euclidean TSP
may want to skip to the (slightly altered) definition of portals-limited solutions.
Let ε > 0 be an arbitrary small constant. Denote by n the number of participants and by OPT the cost of the optimal
solution. Let L = 23+d2 log ne (the smallest power of 2 that is at least 8n2). By stretching and shifting the input points we
may assume, without loss of generality, that all of the participants are located inside the bounding box [0, L/2]2 and that
OPT > L/4.
Super-pixels. We call each square [j, j + 2] × [j′, j′ + 2], where j, j′ ∈ {0, 2, 4, . . . , L − 2}, a pixel. We name the
point (j + 1, j′ + 1) the center of the pixel [j, j + 2] × [j′, j′ + 2]. For every i = 0, . . . , log L − 1, we call each square
[j, j+L/2i]×[j′, j′+L/2i], where j, j′ ∈ {0, L/2i, 2 ·L/2i . . . , L−L/2i}, a super-pixel of level-i. Thus, each super-pixel of level-
(log L− 1) is a pixel and the super-pixel of level-0 is the entire bounding box. Additionally, note that different super-pixels
of the same level may overlap only at their boundaries, and that each super-pixel of level-i contains four super-pixels of
level-(i+1), for i = 0, . . . , log L−2. Clearly, the total number of super-pixels is polynomial in n. From now onwe consider,
without loss of generality, only instances for which all of the participants are located at pixel centers. This is true since any
optimal solution of a general instance, can be changed by instructing each participant to move to the nearest pixel center.
This increases the cost of the solution by at most n · √2. As OPT > L/4 ≥ 2n2, the increase is at most OPT/n, which is less
than ε/2 · OPT , for a sufficiently large n.
An (a, b)-shifting. Let 0 ≤ a, b < L/2 be two even integers. For a set A ⊆ [0, L/2]2 we define the (a, b)-shift of A to be
the set {(x+a, y+b) | (x, y) ∈ A}. In particular, we are interested in the (a, b) shift of the original instance, the (a, b)-shifted
instance, which by our choice of parameters lies inside the bounding box [0, L]2.
Portals. Letm be the unique power of 2 in the interval [ 8
√
2 log L
ε
,
16
√
2 log L
ε
). Note thatm = O( log n
ε
). For each super-pixelwe
mark each one of its four boundaries withm equidistant points that we refer to as portals. In particular, the portals include
the four corners of the super-pixel. Note that as m is a power of 2, each portal of a super-pixel of level-i is also a portal of a
smaller super-pixel of level-(i+ 1), for i = 0, . . . , log L− 2.
Portals-limited solutions.We define a portals-limited solution as a solution that satisfies the following four conditions:
1. Each participant may cross the boundary of a super-pixel only at its portals.
2. The salesperson does not cross her own route except at portals, each of which she visits at most twice.
3. A meeting between an agent and the salesperson occurs only at a pixel center.
4. If two (or more) agents happen to reside in the same pixel, then they all travel to (or stay at) the pixel’s center and cease
to move.
Therefore, in a portals-limited solution, the tour of each participant is a collection of segments that connect portals to portals
and centers of pixels to portals. Additionally, in an optimal portals-limited solution, tours of two agents do not cross.
Using the above notations, our PTAS relies on the following two Lemmata:
Lemma 2.2. Let a, b be two even integers chosen uniformly at random from the set {0, 2, . . . , L/2− 2}. Then, the expected cost
of a minimum-cost portals-limited solution of the (a, b)-shifted instance, is at most (1+ ε) · OPT .
Lemma 2.3. A minimal cost portals-limited solution can be found in time polynomial in n.
The PTAS enumerates over allO(L2) values of (a, b) pairs. For each pair it applies Lemma2.3 to find aminimal cost portals-
limited solution. Finally, it outputs the cheapest solution found, which according to Lemma 2.2, must have a cost of at most
(1 + ε) · OPT . Clearly, the O(n4) factor in running time, caused by the enumeration over all (a, b) pairs, can be avoided if
only an expected (1+ ε) · OPT cost is desired.
The proof of Lemma 2.3 explains how to consider both the salesperson’s and the other agents’ paths, while keeping the
time polynomially bounded.
Proof of Lemma 2.3. We use dynamic programming to build a polynomial-size table. For each super-pixel, the table
contains 64m = nO(1/ε) entries. For each entry we store portions of some portals-limited solutions (the portions of solutions
limited to that super-pixel) together with their contribution to the overall cost.
The construction of the table is conducted in a bottom-up manner, starting from the pixels. A minimal value portals-
limited solution for the whole instance is obtained at the bounding box super-pixel.
The entries of the table for each super-pixel are represented by a list of 4m elements, one element for each portal of the
super-pixel. Each element takes one of the following six values:
1. The salesperson enters the super-pixel at this portal.
2. The salesperson leaves the super-pixel at this portal.
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3. The salesperson enters and leaves the super-pixel at this portal.
4. One agent enters the super-pixel at this portal.
5. One agent leaves the super-pixel at this portal.
6. None of the participants uses this portal.
Note that the conditions defining a portals-limited solution assure that these six cases cover all possible tour portions
induced by all portals-limited solutions (here we use the fact that two agents do not happen to reach the same portal, as
they start at pixel centers, their tours do not cross and they end up at pixel centers). Also note that not all of the 4m-size lists
represent a valid portion of some portals-limited solution. We use the term valid-list for a list that represents a collection
of tours that can be extended to some portals-limited solution. Clearly, there are at most 64m = nO(1/ε) (valid-)lists. Finally,
note that the salesperson’s paths can intersect only at his entrance or exit points. Hence, given a valid-list, pairings of the
participants’ entrance and exit points can be found as in the algorithm of Arora [5].
We now describe the construction in a bottom-up manner. Consider a pixel. Each valid-list of the pixel may fall into one
the following three categories:
1. There is no agent in the pixel and the salesperson may visit the pixel one or more times.
2. There is one agent in the pixel. If the salesperson visits the pixel they meet at the pixel’s center.
3. Two or more agents pass through the pixel. The salesperson also visits the pixel. In one of the visits she arrives at the
center of the pixel. In this case, each agent travels along a straight line from a portal of the pixel to the center of the pixel.
Alternatively, an agent’s route may be an empty route if the agent is already located at the center of the pixel.
In each case, the computation of the cost for each valid-list of the pixel can be done in polynomial time. To see that this
computation is indeed polynomial, note the following. If there is no agent in the pixel (not even visiting the pixel), then the
cost is only due to the salesperson, and is computed exactly as in Arora’s algorithm. If an agent passes through the pixel, or
starts in a pixel and leaves it, then her cost is just the distance from the entry/start point to the exit point. The only subtle
case is when the salesperson meets one or more agents in the center of the pixel. In this case, the cost accounted for each
agent is the distance from its starting point in the pixel to the center of the pixel. The cost of the salesperson is computed
almost the same as in Arora’s algorithm: we iterate through all non-crossing traversals of the salesperson which agree with
the entry and exit points given by the valid list. The only change is that for each such traversal, whichmay containmore than
one leg in the pixel, we have to decide which leg is changed to visit the agent(s) on the center of the pixel. This introduces
at most polynomial increase in the running time.
We now turn to the computation of the table’s entries for the super-pixels of level-i, assuming all valid-lists of super-
pixels of level-(i+ 1)were computed. Let S be a level-i super-pixel and consider a list of 1, . . . , 6 values for its portals. The
list already fixes the entrances and exits on the boundary of S. The super-pixel S contains four level-(i+1) super-pixels that
have four boundaries internal to S, with a total of at most 4mmore portals. Each of these portals may be used in one out of
the six ways, giving rise again to nO(1/ε) possibilities. The cost for each possibility can be computed by using the values for
the four level-(i+ 1) super-pixels previously obtained. Thus, we can find the minimum-cost that corresponds to each list in
O(nO(1/ε)) time.
For the top-level super-pixel (the bounding box) we may only consider the list for which neither the salesperson nor an
agent visit a portal. The last table update of level-0 produces the cost of a minimum-cost portals-limited solution. 
The proof of Lemma 2.2 mainly follows arguments from the PTAS of Euclidean TSP, and appears in Appendix A for
completeness.
2.1.2. Min–Sum Sales Euclidean-cTSP
We obtain a 5/3 + ε approximation for this problem, and improve the ratio to 3/2 + ε for its planar version (for an
arbitrarily small ε > 0). We also prove NP-hardness, even for the planar case.
Lemma 2.4. Consider an instance ofMin–Sum Sales Euclidean cTSPwhere there is no more than one participant in any single
point, and there are no three participants on the same straight line. Solving it is equivalent to finding a bounded-degree minimum
spanning tree, spanning the initial locations of the participants, where the degree-bound is 1 for the salesperson’s tree-node and
3 for all of the other nodes.
Proof. Consider an optimal solution for Min–Sum Sales Euclidean cTSP. Clearly, the participants move in straight lines
between the initial locations of agents, to sell them the goods. We assume w.l.o.g. that all the intersections between the
participants’ routes occur in initial locations of agents (if the routes of two agents intersect at another location, we can
switch between them and thus lower the cost of the solution). We can also assume w.l.o.g. that any initial location of an
agent is only visited once in an optimal solution.
Thus, in an optimal solution, the collection of the routes used by the participants forms a spanning tree of their initial
locations. The degrees of the spanning tree are bounded by 3, since at most one participant enters a tree-node and at most
two leave it. The node corresponding to the salesperson must have degree 1.
On the other hand, any such bounded-degree spanning tree produces a solution to our problem. Such a solution can be
obtained by simply directing the edges of the spanning tree from parent to child and letting the participants follow these
directed edges, starting with the salesperson (such that a single participant traverses each tree-edge). Therefore, finding a
minimum spanning tree that satisfies these degree-constraints is equivalent to solving our problem in this case. 
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Algorithm Sales-Bounded-MST:
1. Compute a minimum spanning tree, spanning all the agents’ initial locations (not including the salesperson),
such that its degrees are bounded by 5.
Let p be the location of the salesperson, and let q be the location of the agent closest to her. Let r be the location
of one of the agents connected to q in the above tree.
Remove the edge (q, r).
2. Transform the tree containing r into a tree with degree at most 3, such that the degree of r is 1.
3. Transform the tree containing q, into a tree with degree at most 3, such that the degree of q is 1.
4. Restore the edge (q, r) and connect q to p. Output the resulting tree.
Fig. 1. A 3/2-approximation algorithm for a 3-bounded degree tree that spans the participants’ locations and has salesperson’s node of degree 1.
Corollary 2.5. Min–Sum Sales Euclidean cTSP can be approximated within a factor of 5/3+ ε, for any ε > 0.
Proof. We slightly perturb the input locations, such that they satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.4. Khuller et al. [21] showed
that a minimum spanning tree in any fixed dimension Euclidean space can be modified to satisfy the degree-constraints we
require (1 for a pre-specified node and 3 for the others), while increasing its weight by a factor of at most 5/3. Thus, the
Corollary follows. 
For the planar case, we manage to improve the approximation ratio to 3/2+ ε:
Theorem 2.6. Min–Sum Sales Planar-cTSP can be approximated within a factor of 3/2+ ε, for any ε > 0.
Proof. By slightly perturbing the initial locations of the participants, we can assume that the assumptions of Lemma 2.4 hold
(this increases the optimal cost by a factor of 1+ ε, for an arbitrarily small ε > 0). We look for the optimal solution of this
slightly perturbed input, i.e., we look for a minimum spanning tree satisfying the degree-constraints stated in Lemma 2.4.
We find an approximate solution using the algorithm Sales-Bounded-MST of Fig. 1.
The first stage of the algorithm can easily be performed in polynomial time [27]. Note that connecting p and q right after
this stage would have yielded a minimum spanning tree that spans all of the initial locations. Stages 2 and 3 are performed
using the 32 -approximation algorithm of Khuller et al. [21], which requires that the degree of each node will be at most 5
and the degree of the root will be at most 4. Thus, each of these stages increases the weight of the transformed subtree by a
factor of at most 3/2 [21].
So all in all, we obtain a spanning tree that satisfies the degree bounds and has a weight of at most 3/2 times a minimum
spanning tree, which also means at most 3/2 times the cost of an optimal solution.
As was explained in Lemma 2.4, the participants can now follow the edges of this tree (rooted at p with edges directed
from parent to child), and form a solution whose cost is the cost of the tree. Thus, the theorem follows. 
Claim 2.7. Min–Sum Sales Planar-cTSP is NP-hard.
Proof. Finding the minimum spanning tree whose degree is bounded by 3 is NP-hard [29]. We note that the proof of [29]
holds even if it is guaranteed that no three points of the input lie on a straight line (since the input points can be slightly
perturbed in their construction). Requiring that a certain nodewill be a leaf clearly remainsNP-hard (by solving the problem
for all of the possible locations of a leaf one can find the solution for the problem without this requirement).
Since according to Lemma 2.4 this bounded-MST problem can be easily reduced to our problem (with the same input,
where the salesperson is at the point that is required to be a leaf), our problem is NP-hard. 
2.1.3. Min–Sum Full-Cooperation Euclidean-cTSP
A (1+ε)-approximateminimum Steiner tree, spanning all of the participants’ initial locations, can be computed by using
the PTAS of Arora [5]. Clearly, by letting the salesperson tour the Steiner tree we obtain a (2+ 2ε)-approximate solution for
our problem. Thus,
Corollary 2.8. Min–Sum Full-Cooperation Euclidean-cTSP can be approximated within a factor of 2+ ε, for any ε > 0.
2.2. Min–Max Euclidean-cTSP
2.2.1. Min–Max Purchase Euclidean-cTSP
We first show that both the path and the roundtrip versions ofMin–Max Purchase Eucli-dean-cTSP have a PTAS. We
do so by manipulating the input instance such that it fits the PTAS for the graph version of the problem (see Section 3.2.1).
Claim 2.9. The roundtrip and path versions ofMin–Max Purchase Euclidean-cTSP admit a PTAS.
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Proof. Consider an instance of the path version. We assume, w.l.o.g. that the instance lies inside [0, 1]2 and has an
optimal cost of at least 1/2. Let m = n
ε′ , where n is the number of participants and ε
′ is a parameter to be determined
later. We divide the unit square [0, 1]2 into m2 pixels. I.e., a pixel is a square of the form [ jm , j+1m ] × [ j
′
m ,
j′+1
m ], where
j, j′ = 0, 1, . . . ,m − 1. We consider a slightly changed input, where each participant is located in the center of its pixel.
This instance can be approximated using Coarse-Path(G,W , v, ε′′) — the PTAS for the corresponding graph variant of the
problem (see Section 3.2.1) as follows. Let G be a complete graph, with them2 pixels as vertices. LetW (e), the weight of each
edge, be the Euclidean distance between the corresponding pixels’ centers. Let v be the pixel that contains the salesperson
and let ε′′ be a sufficiently small constant (to be determined shortly).
The solution for the altered instance is amended into a solution for the original instance by adding legs between the
original location of a participant and the center of its pixel (each leg is of length at most
√
2
2m =
√
2ε′
2n ).
Denote by OPT the optimal solution for the original instance, by OPT ′ the optimal solution for G, by ALG′ the output of
the PTAS for G, and by ALG the output of the whole algorithm. Both OPT and OPT ′ consist of at most 2n segments (one for
each agent and at most n for the salesperson). Therefore, OPT ′ is at most 2n ·
√
2ε′
2n =
√
2ε′ larger than OPT . Similarly, ALG is
at most 2
√
2ε′ larger than ALG′. Thus,
ALG ≤ ALG′ + 2√2ε′ ≤ (1+ ε′′)OPT ′ + 2√2ε′ ≤ (1+ ε′′)(OPT +√2ε′)+ 2√2ε′
≤ (1+ ε′′)OPT + 4√2ε′
The running time of the algorithm is dominated by the running time of Coarse-Path. Thus, it isO
((
n/ε′
)(2/ε′′)+6). Choose
ε′ = 1/ lg n and ε′′ = ε − 12/ lg n (where n is assumed to be sufficiently large, so that ε′′ is positive). Since 1/2 ≤ OPT we
obtain that ALG ≤ (1+ ε)OPT and the running time is O ((n lg n)2/(ε−12/ lg n)+6).
The same arguments yield a PTAS for the roundtrip version with the same running time. 
2.2.2. Min–Max Sales Euclidean-cTSP
Claim 2.10. Min–Max Sales Euclidean-cTSP has a 3-approximation algorithm for both the path and the roundtrip versions
of the problem.
Proof. We consider the complete graph whose vertices are the initial locations of the participants and whose edge weights
are the distances. We solve the problem for that graph using algorithm Hop-Visit, described for graphs in Section 3.2.2. The
same analysis holds here as well. 
2.2.3. Min–Max Full-Cooperation Euclidean-cTSP
Similarly to Claim 2.10, we can obtained approximation ratios by considering the complete graph whose vertices are
the initial locations of the participants and whose edge weights are the distances. We use here the algorithm described in
Section 3.2.3, and the same analysis holds here as well. We thus have the following Corollaries:
Corollary 2.11. Min–Max Full-Cooperation Euclidean-cTSP has a 4-approximation algorithm.
Corollary 2.12. The roundtrip version ofMin–Max Full-Cooperation Euclidean-cTSP has a 2-approximation algorithm.
2.3. Min–Makespan Euclidean-cTSP
In this Subsection wemainly present a simple PTAS for the roundtrip version ofMin–Makespan Sales Euclidean-cTSP.
A PTAS for the corresponding Full-Cooperation problem, in both the path and roundtrip versions, can be obtained by
similar means.
In addition, we note that both the path and the roundtrip versions of the corresponding Purchase problem, namely
Min–Makespan Purchase Euclidean-cTSP, are polynomial time solvable (in fact, linear time for fixed dimension). This can
be observed as follows. For both the path and the roundtrip versions any optimal solution can be modified to an optimal
solution in which all participants meet at a single point. For the path version, the modification can be done by letting all of
the participants meet the salesperson at the last point she visits. For the roundtrip version, denote the value of an optimal
solution by OPT . Then, the modification of the optimal solution can be done by letting all of the participants meet at the
point where the salesperson resides at time OPT/2 (afterwards, all participants return to their initial location). Hence, for
both the path and the roundtrip cases, the single meeting point is the center of the enclosing sphere, and can thus be found
in polynomial time (see for example [24,35,12]).
A PTAS for the path version of Min–Makespan Sales Euclidean-cTSP has been obtained by Arkin et al. [2]. We next
present a PTAS for the roundtrip version of this problem.
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Makespan-Sales PTAS
1. For each subset S of the participants of size up to 3m4 that includes the salesperson and contains a representative
from each non-empty pixel:
(a) Find an optimal solution for S by conducting an exhaustive search.
(b) In each non-empty pixel apply a constant approximation to all original participants of the pixel, where the
salesperson is a representative of the pixel.
(c) Extend the optimal solution of S to a solution for the original instance: when all of the participants in S
return to their pixels - simultaneously perform the solutions found in step 1(b).
2. Return the minimal cost solution found
Fig. 2. A PTAS for the roundtrip version ofMin–Makespan Sales Euclidean-cTSP. The parameterm is assumed to be d1/εe.
2.3.1. The Roundtrip version ofMin–Makespan Sales Euclidean-cTSP
This problem seems quite close in nature to the corresponding path version, and thus calls for a similar PTAS. However,
note that converting an optimal solution for the path version into a solution for the roundtrip version (by simply letting
all of the participants return) only guarantees a (2 + ε)-approximation for this problem. This is true since a participant’s
way backmay double themakespan, while the roundtrip versionmay have a solution with the samemakespan as the path
version. Thus, constructing a PTAS for the roundtrip version requires considering in advance that the participants should
return to their initial locations. We therefore use a different approach than the one used by [2] for the path version of the
problem.
We show the PTAS for the two dimensional case (see Fig. 2). The generalization to any fixed dimension is straightforward.
Theorem 2.13. The roundtrip version ofMin–Makespan Sales Euclidean-cTSP admits a PTAS. The running time of the PTAS
is O(n+ f (ε)), where ε > 0 is an arbitrarily small constant, f (ε) depends only on ε, and n is the number of participants.
A constant-factor approximation algorithm for the path version of this problemappears in [2]. The solution found by their
algorithm is also O(1) times the diameter (the maximal distance between any two points) of the input. One can adapt this
approximation to the roundtrip version simply by returning each participant to its origin. The cost of the resulting solution
is at most twice the original solution. Since an optimal solution to the path version costs less than an optimal solution for
the corresponding roundtrip version, this heuristic is a constant approximation for the roundtrip version.
We assume, w.l.o.g. that the instance lies inside [0, 1]2 and has an optimal cost of at least 1/2. Letm = d1/εe. We divide
the unit square [0, 1]2 intom2 pixels. I.e., a pixel is a square of the form [ jm , j+1m ] × [ j
′
m ,
j′+1
m ], where j, j′ = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1.
The PTAS for the Sales version relies on the next lemma:
Lemma 2.14. Let I be an instance of n participants with an optimal makespan of OPT . Then, there exists an instance S ⊆ I with
at most 3m4 participants, in which each non-empty pixel in I is also non-empty in S and the optimal makespan of S is at most
(1+ O(ε))OPT .
Proof. Wemay assume, w.l.o.g., that no two participants in I are located at the same point and that no three participants lie
on a straight line. Otherwise, we can perturb each participant’s location by atmost ε/n. An optimal solution to the perturbed
instance has a cost of at most OPT + O(ε) (as the cost increase per participant is at most 2εn ). Since OPT ≥ 1/2 this cost is
less than (1+ O(ε))OPT .
We show howwe can remove participants from I while keeping the cost of an optimal solution to be at most OPT +O(ε).
Let pi be an optimal solution to I . We define the sales-tree of pi to be a directed graph in which the nodes are the locations of
the participants and there is a directed edge from u to v if a participant traveled from u to v in pi . Since no two participants
are located at the same point and no three participants lie on a straight line, the in-degree of each node is one and the out-
degree is at most two. We prune the sales-tree of pi by iteratively removing leaves (nodes of out-degree zero): we remove
a leaf u if there exists another node in the sales-tree that resides in the same pixel as u. At the end of the process we are
left with at most m2/2 leaves, and at most m2/2 nodes of degree 3 (in-degree plus out-degree). Note that the makespan of
an optimal solution for the new instance, denoted pi0, is at most OPT . We now further decrease the number of participants
by pruning some of the degree-2 vertices. We call a maximal set of participants along a path in which all of the nodes are
of degree 2 a chain. Clearly, each chain ends with a degree 3 node or a leaf. Hence, there are at most m2 chains. For each
chain, and a pixel it intersects, we intend to keep at most two nodes (participants). All of the other nodes are removed from
the chain. For a given pixel and a chain, the two participants that we keep are the first and the last (of this chain, inside the
pixel) who receive the goods. We call such nodes a beginner node and an ender node, respectively. Note that we are left with
at most 2 ·m2 participants per chain, giving rise to at most 2m4 nodes of degree 2. Since there are at mostm2/2 leaves and
at mostm2/2 nodes of degree 3, the new instance constructed, denoted S, has at most 3m4 participants. We next show that
Claim 2.15. There exists a solution piS for S of cost at most OPT + O(ε).
Proof. Recall that pi0 (an optimal solution after pruning the leaves) is of cost at most OPT . We construct the solution piS
from pi0 as follows: each participant of a beginner node travels along the corresponding original chain until it reaches the
corresponding ender node, and then travels back to its starting location. All other participants travel along the same route
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they travel in pi0. Thus, they arrive to their original location by the time OPT . Beginner participants may be delayed by the
time it takes to travel from the corresponding ender node back to their original location. This is at most the time it takes to
cross a pixel, which is at most
√
2ε. Thus, the cost of an optimal solution to S is at most (1+ O(ε))OPT . 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.14. 
The correctness of the PTAS algorithm for the roundtrip version of Min–Makespan Sales Euclidean-cTSP can now be
deduced:
Proof of Theorem 2.13. Let pi be an optimal solution for the instance I and let S ⊆ I be an instance that satisfies the
condition of Lemma 2.14. Clearly, the subset of participants S is included in the enumeration of our algorithm. The cost
of an optimal solution to S, which is (1 + ε)OPT , is computed at stage 1(b) of our algorithm. The additional cost produced
at stage 1(c) is at most a constant times the diameter of the pixel, which is O(ε). Note that this is an additive O(ε) increase
of the makespan, as after all of the participants in S return to their pixels the delivery to the other participants is done in
parallel. Hence, the total cost of the solution produced by our algorithm is at most (1+ O(ε)) times the cost of pi .
Finally, note that there are less than O(nO(m
4)) = O(nO(1/ε4)) sets of participants to enumerate. For each such subset S, a
solution is a sequence of at most 2|S| − 1 moves. This follows since, in each move, either a participant receives the delivery
or a participant returns to its original location. In any case, each move can be represented as a pair of two of the original
input locations. Hence, for a given subset |S|, the number of solutions the algorithm enumerates is at most(|S|
2
)2|S|−1
= O
((
m4
2
)O(m4))
=
(
1
ε
)O(1/ε4)
.
Thus, the algorithm is a PTAS and runs in time O
(
n+ ( 1
ε
)O( 1
ε4
)
)
. 
3. cTSP in graphs
In this section we present the algorithmic and hardness results for cTSP in graphs.
3.1. Min–Sum cTSP
We start by considering cTSP with the Min–Sum objective. For the path versions, we provide simple approximation
algorithms and hardness results for each cooperation mode.
For the roundtrip versions, the corresponding Purchase, Sales and Full-Cooperation problems are all equivalent to
the classical metric-TSP, and thus have the same approximation and hardness results (see Appendix B for more details).
These observations do not hold for the other objectives, in which there is also a significant difference between the different
cooperation modes.
We begin with the approximability results for the various path versions:
Claim 3.1. Under theMin–Sum objective, Purchase and Full-Cooperation cTSP have (2+ ln 3)-approximation algorithms. If
each vertex contains a participant, the approximation ratio improves to 2.Min–Sum Sales cTSP has a 2-approximation algorithm.
Proof. For the first two problems, we simply find an approximate minimum Steiner tree that spans the vertices that contain
participants, and the salesperson visits all of the agents by touring this tree (e.g., in an ‘‘infix-order’’). The total distance
traveled is twice the tree’s weight. We use the approximation algorithm of [32] for the minimum Steiner tree problem,
which has an approximation ratio of 1 + ln 3/2 ('1.55). Therefore, the distance traveled is at most (2 + ln 3) times the
weight of the minimum Steiner tree.
On the other hand, the edges used by any solution to these problems must form a connected subgraph that spans the
vertices that contain participants (since all of the agents receive the goods). This means that the total distance traveled is at
least the minimum Steiner Tree weight. Therefore, the simple algorithm described has an approximation ratio of 2+ ln 3. If
each vertex contains a participant, then a minimum spanning tree can be computed exactly. Thus, the approximation ratio
in this case is 2.
For Sales cTSP it is again sufficient to compute a minimum spanning tree, since the goods can be delivered to an agent
only at the original vertices. 
We next provide hardness results for each cooperation-mode. Similar to the Euclidean case, the Purchase version is
NP-hard, since the classical path-TSP [20] can be reduced to an instance of Min–Sum Purchase cTSP. The reduction is
again done simply by replacing each customer with three agents. Thus, the salesperson is the only participant who moves.3
Like TSP, the path-TSP problem has a 3/2 approximation when the triangle inequality holds [20]. Therefore, improving the
approximation ratio for our problem strictly below 3/2 will also improve the approximation for path-TSP.
The NP-hardness ofMin–Sum Sales cTSP is addressed in Appendix C. ForMin–Sum Full-Cooperationwe have:
3 As in the Euclidean case, replacing each customer with two agents is sufficient.
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Theorem 3.2. Min–Sum Full-Cooperation cTSP is APX-hard.
Proof. We use a reduction from a variant of Set Cover, in which each element appears in exactly k sets and each set is of
size d. We call this variant (k, d)-Set-Cover. We rely on the following theorem of [13]:
Theorem 3.3 ([13]). For every ε > 0 and a sufficiently large n, given an instance of (k, d)-Set-Cover with n elements and m sets,
it is NP-hard to decide whether there exists a solution of size mk−1−ε or every solution is of size at least (1− ε)m.
Let (C, k, d) be an instance of (k, d)-Set-Cover, where C is a collection of m subsets of a finite set S (|S| = n), and k and
d are positive integers. We construct the following instance of our problem. Let the graph G = (V , E) be constructed as
follows. We have a vertex vc for every set c ∈ C , a vertex vs for every element s ∈ S, and two other vertices u, v. Namely,
V = {u, v} ∪ VC ∪ VS,
where
VC = {vc | c ∈ C}, VS = {vs | s ∈ S}.
The edge set E is defined as follows: each vertex vc ∈ VC is connected to v, there is an edge between vs ∈ VS and vc ∈ VC
iff s ∈ C , and u is connected to v. Namely,
E = {(u, v)} ∪ {(v, vc) | c ∈ C} ∪ {(vc, vs) | s ∈ c, c ∈ C}.
The weight of each edge is 1, except for the edge (u, v), whose weight is 0. Each vertex vs ∈ VS contains one agent, v
contains d mk−1−ε e−1 agents, and u contains the salesperson. Let A be the instance of (k, d)-Set-Cover and let B be the instance
constructed for our problem.
Claim 3.4 (Completeness). If there is a solution for A of size at most d mk−1−ε e, then there is a solution for B of cost at mostd mk−1−ε e + n+ 1.
Proof. Let C ′ be the solution toA of size atmost d mk−1−ε e. The solution for B is as follows. The salespersonmoves to v, and thend mk−1−ε e participants traverse from v to VC ′ where VC ′ = {vc | c ∈ C ′}. Each of the n agents at VS moves to a neighbor in VC ′
(since C ′ is a cover, every vertex in VS has such a neighbor). Thus, the total cost of the solution for B is atmost d mk−1−ε e+n. 
Claim 3.5 (Soundness). If every solution for A is of size at least b(1−ε)mc then every solution for B is of cost at least n+b(1−ε)mc.
Proof. Note that there is an optimal solution in which every agent in VS makes at least one step. This holds, since otherwise
another participant has to traverse an edge adjacent to that agent, so the solution can only be cheaper if that agent from VS
moves towards the other participant.
Since each solution for A is of size at least b(1 − ε)mc, at least b(1 − ε)mc of the vertices of VC are populated after the
agents in VS make one step. Therefore, at least b(1 − ε)mc more steps are needed for that optimal solution. Thus, every
solution to B is of cost at least n+ b(1− ε)mc. 
By the completeness and soundness claims we obtain that it is NP-hard to approximate the problem to within
n+b(1−ε)mc
n+d mk−1−ε e+1
, which is about d+(1−ε)kd+1 (sincem = knd ). Since k ≥ 2, the problem is APX-hard. 
3.2. Min–Max cTSP
We first present a simple PTAS for the Purchase version of this problem, and this cannot be improved sincewe show that
there is no FPTAS, assuming P 6= NP (see Appendix D). For the other cooperation modes, we present constant lower bounds
on the approximation ratio, assuming P 6= NP . We also provide algorithms that find constant-factor approximations for
these problems, which are tight in one case, and are at most twice the lower bounds in the other cases. The results for the
roundtrip versions resemble the results for the corresponding path versions.
3.2.1. Min–Max Purchase cTSP
We start by presenting the PTAS for the Purchase version that appears in Fig. 3 (algorithm Coarse-Path).
Theorem 3.6. Algorithm Coarse-Path is a PTAS forMin–Max Purchase cTSP.
Proof. Clearly, the Min–Max cost of the solution returned by the algorithm is the minimal Cost(V ′) of the subsets it
considers. We show that one of these subsets has Cost(V ′) of at most (1+ ε) times the optimum.
Consider an optimal solution to the problem pi , in which the cost is OPT . Choose a subset of the vertices of the path
traveled by the salesperson in the following way. Start with vertex v, and then choose a vertex iff its distance from the
previous vertex chosen is at least ε · OPT . Clearly, at most 1/ε vertices are selected. Denote this subset by V ′. Note that
Length(V ′) ≤ OPT .
For each vertex u /∈ V ′ that contains an agent, there is a vertex in V ′ at a distance of at most (1 + ε) · OPT . This holds,
since for each vertex w visited by the salesperson in pi , V ′ contains a vertex at a distance of at most ε · OPT from w. Thus,
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Coarse-Path(G(V , E),W , v, ε):
1. For each ordered subset V ′ ⊆ V of size 1+ b1/εc or less that starts with v.
(a) For each u /∈ V ′ that contains an agent, find its minimum distance to a vertex in V ′. Denote the maximal
distance found byMaxDist(V ′).
(b) Compute the sum of distances between pairs of consecutive vertices in V ′, and denote it by Length(V ′).
(c) Let Cost(V ′) be the maximum of Length(V ′) andMaxDist(V ′).
2. Pick the ordered subset V ′ for which Cost(V ′) is minimal.
3. Return the following solution: The salesperson follows the shortest paths between the consecutive vertices of
V ′. Each of the agents meets the salesperson at a closest vertex to that agent in V ′. The salesperson waits for all
of the agents who come to a certain vertex before moving to the next vertex.
Fig. 3. A PTAS forMin–Max Purchase cTSP.
Hop-Visit(G(V , E),W , v):
1. Let G′ = (V ′, E ′) be a weighted complete graph, where V ′ ⊆ V is the set of vertices that contain participants,
and the edge weights are the corresponding distances in G.
2. Compute a minimum spanning tree T of G′. Let its root be the salesperson’s vertex v.
3. The salesperson visits an arbitrary child, and does not move any further.
4. When an agent receives a delivery:
(a) If the agent is the only child of her parent, then she visits one of her children and stops (or does nothing if
she has no children).
(b) If the agent has a sibling in T who has not received the delivery yet, then the agent visits such a sibling and
one of that sibling’s children.
(c) If the agent has siblings in T , and all of them have already received the delivery, then the agent visits a child
of the sibling which was visited first (a child of the ‘‘eldest’’ sibling of that agent), if such a child exists.
Fig. 4. A 3-approximation algorithm forMin–Max Sales cTSP.
MaxDist(V ′) ≤ (1+ε)OPT , and Cost(V ′) ≤ (1+ε)OPT . Therefore, AlgorithmCoarse-Path indeed finds a (1+ε)-approximate
solution. The running time of the algorithm isO(nb1/εc+3), since it enumerates over ordered subsets of vertices of size atmost
b1/εc, and the required computation for each ordered subset takes at most O(n3) time. Thus, Coarse-Path is a PTAS. 
We similarly have a PTAS for the roundtrip version of the problem. Simply let all of the participants return to their initial
vertex at the end of Algorithm Coarse-Path, and compute the costs accordingly. It is easy to see that the arguments used for
the path version hold here as well. Thus, we have:
Corollary 3.7. The roundtrip version ofMin–Max Purchase cTSP admits a PTAS.
3.2.2. Min–Max Sales cTSP
In this Subsection we present a 3-approximation algorithm for both the path and roundtrip versions of the problem.
These problems cannot be approximated better than factors of 2 and 3/2, respectively, unless P = NP (see Appendix E for
details).
The simple constant approximation algorithm forMin–Max Sales cTSP is presented in Fig. 4.
Theorem 3.8. Min–Max Sales cTSP is 3-approximable.
Proof. We prove that Algorithm Hop-Visit is a 3-approximation algorithm for this problem. Clearly, all of the agents are
visited. Each participant traverses at most three edges of theMST, whichmeans that the cost of the solution is at most thrice
the weight of the heaviest edge of the MST.
On the other hand, consider an optimal solution, and define G′′ = (V ′, E ′′), such that (u1, u2) ∈ E ′′ iff the participant
from u1 sold the goods to the participant from u2, or vice versa. Let the weight of (u1, u2) ∈ E ′′ in G′′ be the distance between
u1 and u2 in G. The optimal cost is clearly at least the weight of the heaviest edge in E ′′, since selling to an agent requires
traveling to this agent’s vertex.
Note that G′′ is a connected subgraph of G′. It is well-known that an MST is lexicographically minimal, i.e., its heaviest
edge is not heavier than that of any other spanning tree or spanning connected subgraph. Therefore, the cost of the solution
found by the above algorithm is at most thrice the cost of an optimal solution. 
A similar argument holds for the roundtrip version. We use algorithmHop-visit, and then let each participant return to
its original vertex (using the shortest path). Clearly, theMin–Max value is at most 6 times the weight of the heaviest edge
of the MST of G′. On the other hand, the optimal cost is at least twice the weight of the heaviest edge of G′′ (since selling to
an agent requires reaching her and then returning back). Thus, we have:
Corollary 3.9. The roundtrip version ofMin–Max Sales cTSP is 3-approximable.
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3.2.3. Min–Max Full-Cooperation cTSP
TheMin–Max Full-Cooperation cTSP problem allows only constant-factor approximations. We prove a lower bound of
2 on the approximation ratio for both the path and roundtrip versions of the problem. Additionally, we provide a simple
algorithm that obtains a 4-approximate solution for the path version and a tight 2-approximate solution for the roundtrip.
We start by considering the special case in which each vertex contains at least one participant.
Claim 3.10. Min–Max Full-Cooperation cTSP is 2-approximable if each vertex contains at least one participant.
Proof. Compute an MST rooted at the salesperson’s vertex, and let one agent from each vertex move to her parent’s vertex,
and return after receiving the goods (the agents initially located at the leaves do not need to return). Themaximum distance
traveled by any of the agents is at most twice the weight of the heaviest edge in the MST. On the other hand, any solution
to the problem forms a spanning connected subgraph, and itsMin–Max value is at least the weight of the heaviest edge in
that subgraph. As we noted before, since the MST is lexicographically minimal, its heaviest edge is not heavier than that of
any other spanning connected subgraph. Hence, the algorithm is a 2-approximation algorithm. 
Claim 3.11. Min–Max Full-Cooperation cTSP is 4-approximable.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of the approximation for the Min–Max Sales version. We define the weighted
complete graph G′ = (V ′, E ′), where V ′ is the set of vertices that contain participants, and the edgeweights are the distances
between these vertices in the original graph. We now perform the same algorithm as in the last proof: We compute an MST
rooted at the salesperson’s vertex, one agent from each vertex moves to the vertex of her parent, and she returns after
receiving the goods. The maximum distance traveled by any of the agents is again at most twice the weight of the heaviest
edge in the MST.
On the other hand, consider an optimal solution, and define G′′ = (V ′, E ′′), s.t. (u, v) ∈ E ′′ iff participants from u and v
meet during that solution (the weight is again the distance between them). The optimal Min–Max value is clearly at least
half the weight of the heaviest edge in E ′′, since a meeting of two participants requires that at least one of them traversed
half the distance between them. Also, G′′ is clearly a spanning connected subgraph of G′, and its heaviest edge has at least the
cost of the heaviest edge of theMST of G′ found by the above algorithm. Therefore, this algorithm achieves an approximation
ratio of 4. 
Note that the simple algorithm described in the last proof also solves the roundtrip version of the problem (with the
same cost). On the other hand, the boundon the cost of the optimum is doubled for the roundtrip version (if twoparticipants
meet and return then one of them must travel at least the distance between them). Thus:
Corollary 3.12. The roundtrip version ofMin–Max Full-Cooperation cTSP is 2-approximable.
We now turn to presenting hardness results.
Theorem 3.13. Min–Max Full-Cooperation cTSP cannot be approximated better than a factor of 2, unless P = NP.
Proof. We prove this by a reduction from the Set Cover problem.
The reduction. Let (C, k) be an instance of Set Cover, where C is a collection of subsets of a finite set S, and k is an integer.
It is NP-hard to decide whether there is a set cover for S of size at most k, i.e., a subset C ′ ⊆ C such that every element in S
belongs to at least one member of C ′.
We use the same construction as in the hardness proof for theMin–Sum objective (Theorem 3.2), except that v contains
only k− 1 agents.
Claim 3.14 (Completeness). If (C, k) is a ‘‘yes’’ instance of Set Cover, then there is a solution for our problem with maximum
distance 1.
Proof. Let C ′ ⊆ C be a set cover of S of size |C ′| ≤ k. Let VC ′ = {vc | c ∈ C ′}. Then the salesperson moves to v, and the k
participants now populating v go to the vertices of VC ′ (at least one participant to each vertex); the agents populating the
vertices VS move to C ′ as well (each to a closest vertex in C ′). Since C ′ is a set cover, each of the agents at VS has a vertex
vc ∈ VC ′ at distance 1. Hence this scheme ends in one step. 
Claim 3.15 (Soundness). If there is a solution with maximum distance less than 2, then (C, k) is a ‘‘yes’’ instance of set cover.
Proof. Since all edges are of length 1, each agent ends up at some vertex in VC . Let VC ′ be the set of those vertices. Clearly
|VC ′ | ≤ k as there are originally only k−1 agents at v and a salesperson in u, and every other agent has to meet one of them.
Thus, C ′ = {c | vc ∈ VC ′} is a set cover for S of size at most k, hence (C, k) is a ‘‘yes’’ instance of Set Cover. 
Corollary 3.16 (Hardness of Approximation). It is NP-hard to distinguish between an instance ofMin–Max Full-Cooperation
cTSP with value 1 and an instance with value 2. Hence, this problem is NP-hard to approximate to within any factor smaller
than 2. 
The reduction for the roundtrip version is identical. By using the same considerations, a set cover of size k or less exists
iff there is a solution withMin–Max value 2 to the new problem. Note that there can be no solution withMin–Max value 3,
since there are no triangles in the constructed graph. We thus have:
Corollary 3.17. The roundtrip version ofMin–Max Full-Cooperation cTSP cannot be approximated better than a factor of 2,
unless P = NP.
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3.3. Min–Makespan cTSP
TheMin–Makespan objective is themost diverse out of the three. The Purchase problem has a polynomial time solution
for both the path and the roundtrip versions. The Full-Cooperation version can be approximated within a ratio of 2, and
this cannot be improved, unless P 6= NP . For the Sales version, only an O(√log n) approximation is known [22], while the
lower bounds for that version are smaller than 2 (5/3 for the path version, shown by [2], and 5/4 for the roundtrip version,
which we show below).
3.3.1. Min–Makespan Purchase cTSP
Claim 3.18. Min–Makespan Purchase cTSP can be solved in O(mn+ n2 log n) time.
Proof. We observe that there is an optimal solution in which all of the agents meet the salesperson at a single vertex. This
holds, since the value of a solution does not change if each agent who meets the salesperson joins her in her journey. Thus,
they could have all met at the last vertex visited by the salesperson in that solution, without increasing the completion time.
Specifically, this argument is true for the optimal solution. Hence, an optimal solution can be found simply by computing all-
pairs shortest paths in the graph and finding the vertex whose maximum distance from any of the participants is minimal.
This takes the above stated time using Johnson’s algorithm (e.g. [10]). 
Claim 3.19. The roundtrip version ofMin–Makespan Purchase cTSP can be solved in O(mn+ n2 log n) time.
Proof. The idea of this proof is similar to the idea of the previous one, but it is slightly more involved. We first show that
there exists an optimal solution in which all of the agents meet the salesperson either in a single vertex or in two adjacent
vertices.
Consider an optimal solution of costOPT . Let u be the last vertex visited by the salesperson by timeOPT/2 in that solution,
and let v be the first vertex she visited after that time. Clearly, all of the agents that the salespersonmet before leaving u can
join her in her way to u and then return, without increasing the makespan.
We observe that all of the agents whom the salespersonmet after leaving u can come tomeet her at v and return to their
initial vertex before time OPT . Let the meeting of such an agent with the salesperson occur at vertex w. Then clearly that
agent’s travel tow plus the salesperson’s travel from v tow takes less than OPT/2 time. Thus, all of these agents can reach v
before the salesperson (in less than OPT/2 time). They can return to their initial vertices before time OPT , since they can
join the salesperson’s tour until the vertex where they originally met, and then return to their initial vertex, just as in the
original optimal solution.
This means that an optimal solution can be found by computing all-pairs shortest paths and enumerating single vertices
and pairs of adjacent vertices where themeetings may take place. Themakespan for each suggestion for meeting-place(s) is
computed inO(n) time (according to the distances from the participants). Again, computing all-pairs shortest paths requires
an overall time of O(mn+ n2 log n) using Johnson’s algorithm [10], which means that the total time required for solving the
problem is O(mn+ n2 log n). 
3.3.2. Min–Makespan Sales cTSP
As noted before, the path version has an O(
√
log n) approximation algorithm [22], and there is a lower bound of 5/3 on
its approximation ratio (assuming P 6= NP) [2]. We therefore consider here only the roundtrip version.
Claim 3.20. The roundtrip version ofMin–Makespan Sales cTSP is O(
√
log n)-approximable.
Proof. The known algorithm for the path version finds an O(
√
log n) approximate solution [22]. Requiring that all of the
participants return to their original vertex at the endmay increase the cost of the solution found by the algorithm by a factor
of at most 2. Clearly, the optimal cost for the roundtrip version is at least the optimal cost for the path version. Therefore,
this problem also has an O(
√
log n) approximation algorithm. 
Claim 3.21. The roundtrip version of Min–Makespan Sales cTSP cannot be approximated better than a factor of 5/4, unless
P = NP.
Proof. We use a reduction from Set Cover, similar to the reduction used in Theorem 3.13 forMin–Max Full-Cooperation
cTSP. We also use the same notations as in the proof of Theorem 3.13.
There are two differences in the construction of the reduction. First, we add another vertexw that containsm agents (the
number of sets) and is connected to all of the vertices in VC . Second, each of the vertices of VC contains a number of agents
equal to its degree (which is the size of the corresponding set). As in the above mentioned reduction, all of the edges have
weight 1, the vertices of VS contain one agent each, and v contains k− 1 agents.
A set cover of size k (or less) gives a solution of cost 4 to our problem: The salesperson and the agents in v visit the vertices
in VC corresponding to the cover. The agents in these vertices visit all of the vertices in VS , and one of the agents who came
from v visitsw. Then the agents fromw visit all of the non-visited vertices in VC . It is easy to verify that all of the participants
can return from these visits without exceeding a makespan of 4.
On the other hand, assume there is a solution to the new problem with a makespan of 4. It takes at least 2 time units
to visit an agent in VS or w, so clearly these agents could not visit other agents in VS , and the same is true for agents in VC
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whom were first visited by agents from w or VS . Hence, agents in VS could either be visited by the salesperson, the k − 1
agents from v, or agents in VC whom these participants visited at the first time unit. Since the salesperson and the agents
from v could visit at most k vertices of VC in the first time unit, there is a set cover of size at most k.
Therefore, it is NP-hard to distinguish between an instancewithminimummakespan of 5 and an instancewithminimum
makespan of 4, which yields the required result. 
3.3.3. Min–Makespan Full-Cooperation cTSP
Here we have tight upper and lower bounds of 2 on the approximation ratio. The upper bound for the path version is
obtained by simply letting all of the agents go to the salesperson. Since delivering the goods to the agentwho is farthest from
the salesperson takes at least half the travel-duration between them, this yields a 2-approximation. The same can be done
for the roundtrip version, followed by a return of all of the agents to their initial vertices. The optimum clearly requires here
at least the travel-duration to the furthest agent (at least the time until she receives the goods plus the time for returning to
her initial vertex if she moved). We thus have:
Corollary 3.22. Min–Makespan Full-Cooperation cTSP is 2-approximable for both the path and roundtrip versions.
The hardness proofs for both the path and roundtrip versions are identical to the corresponding Min–Max problems
(see Theorem 3.13 and Corollary 3.17). Therefore, we have:
Corollary 3.23. Both the path and theroundtrip versions ofMin–Makespan Full-Coope-ration cTSP cannot be approximated
better than a factor of 2, assuming P6=NP.
4. Discussion and open problems
We obtained quite tight approximation and intractability results for most of the cTSP problems. Some of the cTSP
problems turn out to be easier (in the sense of approximation) than the classical TSP, while others are strictly harder. Several
problems remain open for future work.
The status ofMin–Makespan Sales cTSP is not settled, as there is an O(
√
log n) approximation algorithm and a constant
inapproximability factor. Moreover, for some of the Euclidean variants, the approximation factor is not better than the
guarantee for the graph corresponding variants. These could most likely be improved.
It is also likely that the running time of some of the PTAS can be improved. A subsequent work of Remy, Spöhel and
Weißl [31] has already improved the running time of a PTAS forMin–Sum Sales Euclidean-cTSP.
There are some disturbing asymmetries in the Euclidean results (see Table 2). For example, while the roundtrip versions
of Min–Sum Sales and Full-Cooperation cTSP have a PTAS, the best approximations for the corresponding path-cTSP
problems only guarantee some constant factors. We conjecture that these two path-cTSP versions indeed have a PTAS,
but we suspect that this may not be very easy to prove. This follows since it can be shown that a PTAS for the first problem
implies a (currently unknown) PTAS for the well-studied 3-bounded-degree-planar-MST (e.g., [29,21,16,8,6]).
Finally, many other generalizations of cTSPmay also be of interest. For example, different participantsmay have different
costs for traversing an edge (recall the ice cream van vendor example: the speed of the van and the children is not the same).
Other variants may require a roundtrip tour for the salesperson, but not for the agents. These remain for future research.
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Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 2.2
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Let pi be an optimal solution. For every a, b ∈ {0, 2, . . . , L/2− 2} denote by piab the (a, b)-shift of pi .
We have to show, given a randomly chosen a and b, how to change piab to a portals-limited solution such that the expected
increase in cost is at most ε · OPT .
We refer to the axis-parallel lines of the form x = 2k or y = 2k, where k is an integer, as even grid lines. Note that all
portals are located on even grid lines.
Suppose that in pi , a participant travels along a segment that crosses an even grid line `. Let a and b be two even numbers
chosen uniformly at random from 0, 2, . . . , L/2 − 2. Denote by `ab the (a, b)-shift of `. Note that the probability (over the
choices of a and b) that `ab contains a boundary of a level-i super-pixel is 2i/(L/4). Following the choice of a and b, we
replace the segment traveled by the participant by two segments, so that the crossing of `ab is at the closest portal on `ab.
The corresponding increase in cost is at most the interportal distance on `ab, which is (L/2i)/m. Thus, we may bound the
expected increase in cost due to this crossing by
log L∑
i=1
L
2im
2i
L/4
= 4 log L
m
≤ ε
2
√
2
.
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The last inequality holds asm ∈
[
8
√
2 log L
ε
,
16
√
2 log L
ε
)
.
Now, consider a solution of pi ′ab that is obtained by replacing each segment of the piab by two axis-parallel segments
Clearly, the number of even grid lines crossings in piab is at most the number of even grid lines crossings in pi ′ab, which is
at most
√
2 · OPT .
By combining the last two arguments we obtain that the total expected increase of cost is at most ε/2 · OPT . Thus, we
showed how to obtain a solution with an expected total cost of at most (1+ ε/2) · OPT , which satisfies condition (1) of the
portals-limited solution definition.
Now we may remove self-intersections by ‘‘short-cutting’’. In addition, if a portal is used more than twice, we can keep
‘‘short-cutting’’ on the two sides of the portal until the portal is used at most twice. (If this introduces additional self-
intersections, they can also be removed.) The obtained solution has an expected total cost of at most (1+ ε/2) · OPT and it
satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of the portals-limited solution definition.
Note that changing the solution bymoving eachmeeting point between an agent and the salesperson to the nearest pixel
center increases the cost by atmostO(n) = O(OPT/n). Additionally, note that if in our solution two (ormore) agents happen
to meet, then they may cease to move. This holds, since in such a case the salesperson may come to meet the agents (and
return) without increasing the total cost. Combined with the previous argument, we obtain that we can change the solution
to also satisfy conditions (3) and (4) of the portals-limited solution definition, without increasing the total cost bymore than
O(1/n) · OPT . The latter cost is less than ε/2 · OPT , for a sufficiently large n.
Thus, we obtain a portals-limited solution that has an expected total cost of at most (1 + ε) · OPT . Therefore, the proof
is complete. 
Appendix B. roundtrip Versions under theMin–Sum Objective
In this Appendix we consider the various roundtrip versions under theMin–Sum objective, and show that each of these
problems is equivalent to the classical TSP, regardless of the cooperation-mode (i.e., Purchase, Sales or Full-Cooperation).
Specifically,
Claim B.1. For any metric spaceM, the roundtrip versions ofMin–Sum Purchase cTSP inM,Min–Sum Sales cTSP inM, and
Min–Sum Full-Cooperation cTSP inM are all equivalent to TSP inM.
Proof. Consider a solution for any of the above cTSP problems inM. In addition, consider the first meeting between the
salesperson and an agent who moves in this solution. Let x be the point in which this meeting occurs, and let y be the initial
location of that agent.
We observe that since each agent’s moves form a cycle, there is a solution with the same cost in which that agent does
not move. This holds since the salesperson can travel from x to y along the path traveled by the agent, meet the agent at x,
then follow the rest of the cycle traveled by that agent (in reverse order), and return back to y. Thus, exactly the same points
are visited and the cost of travel remains the same.
Therefore, w.l.o.g., in any solution of the above mentioned cTSP problems, no participant moves except the salesperson.
Hence, all of the above mentioned cTSP problems inM are equivalent to TSP inM. 
We thus have the following two corollaries:
Corollary B.2. The roundtrip versions ofMin–Sum Purchase cTSP,Min–Sum Sales cTSP andMin–Sum Full-Cooperation
cTSP can all be approximated within a factor of 3/2, and cannot be approximated within a factor of 131/130, unless P 6= NP.
Corollary B.3. The roundtrip versions of Min–Sum Purchase Euclidean-cTSP, Min–Sum Sales Euclidean-cTSP and
Min–Sum Full-Cooperation Euclidean-cTSP are all NP-hard but have a PTAS.
Appendix C. NP-hardness forMin–Sum Sales cTSP
Claim C.1. Min–Sum Sales cTSP is NP-hard.
Proof. We use a reduction from path-TSP [20]. Recall that an instance of path-TSP consists of a complete weighted
undirected graph, G = (V , E), in which the weight function satisfies the triangle inequality, and a vertex v ∈ V , in which
the salesperson is located. A solution is a Hamiltonian path that has v as one of its endpoints. The goal is to find a solution
of minimum weight.
Given an instance of path-TSP, we construct an instance of Min–Sum Sales cTSP as follows. For each vertex u 6= v, we
add a vertex u′, and connect it to u by an M-weighted edge, where M is twice the sum of the edge weights of G plus 1. We
denote this new graph by G′ = (V ′, E ′). Each vertex of G′ contains a participant, and the participant in v is defined to be the
salesperson.
Clearly, if the optimal path-TSP solution is of length C , then there is a solution for the new problem with total length
(n− 1)M + C .
On the other hand, assume there is an optimal solution for the new problem with a total cost of (n − 1)M + C . Clearly,
the agents at new vertices do not move in such a solution (since it already costs at least (n− 1)M to reach them, and if such
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an agent moves the cost is increased by at least M). We prove that there is an optimal solution for that problem in which
agents adjacent to new vertices only move to the new vertex adjacent to them, and therefore the salesperson visits all of the
vertices of G by traversing a path of length C (this path is simple since the triangle inequality holds in the original graph G).
Assume this is not true. Hence, there is an agent who travels to a vertex that is not the new vertex adjacent to it. Let the
agent who started at vertex u be the first such agent whom the salesperson meets.
Clearly, some agent must visit u′. We can assume w.l.o.g. that this agent receives the goods through the agent of vertex u
(not necessarily directly from her), since otherwise we can simply ‘‘switch names’’ between the agent of vertex u and the
salesperson when they meet. It is easy to see that by switching names between agents when they meet, we can obtain a
solution with the same cost, in which the agent of vertex u is the agent who returns to u and moves to u′. Therefore, the
salesperson could have done the tour of that agent by herself and return to u, and the agent of vertex u could go immediately
to u′, without affecting the cost of the solution or the visited agents.
This argument can also be applied to each of the next agents that the salesperson meets in the given optimal solution.
Therefore, there is an optimal solution in which these agents only move to new vertices, as required. Thus, there is a
Hamiltonian Path in G that starts at v and has total length C , and the proof is complete. 
Appendix D. Tight NP-hardness forMin–Max Purchase cTSP
In this Appendix we show strong NP-hardness of the path and the roundtrip versions ofMin–Max Purchase cTSP. This
is tight, as each of these problems has a PTAS.
Claim D.1. Min–Max Purchase cTSP has no FPTAS, unless P = NP.
Proof. We show a reduction from the Hamiltonian Path problem, where a given vertex v ∈ V must be an endpoint of the
path. Given an input to that problem, G = (V , E), v ∈ V , we construct an instance of our problem in the following way. For
each u ∈ V , we add a vertex u′ and an edge (u, u′), with a weight of n− 1 (the weights of the original edges remain 1). We
locate the salesperson at v, and we locate an agent at each of the newly added vertices. It is easy to see that the instance of
theHamiltonian Path decision problem is a ‘‘yes’’ instance iff the value of the optimal solution of the new instance is n− 1.
Thus, our problem is strongly NP-hard (the n − 1 weight used in the reduction is obviously polynomial in the input size),
and therefore has no FPTAS. 
Claim D.2. The roundtrip version ofMin–Max Purchase cTSP has no FPTAS, unless P = NP.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Claim D.1, we apply a reduction from Hamiltonian Cycle. Given an input G = (V , E), we
locate the salesperson at one of the vertices, v. Additionally, for each u ∈ V , we add a vertex u′, connected by an edge (u, u′)
with a weight of n/2 (the weights of the original edges remain 1). Each of the newly added vertices contains an agent. It is
easy to see that the instance of the Hamiltonian Cycle problem is a ‘‘yes’’ instance iff the value of the optimal solution of
the new instance is n. Thus, our problem is strongly NP-hard and has no FPTAS. 
Appendix E. Hardness of approximation forMin–Max Sales cTSP
In this Appendix we show lower bounds on the approximability of both the path and the roundtrip version ofMin–Max
Sales cTSP.
Claim E.1. Min–Max Sales cTSP cannot be approximated better than a factor of 2, unless P 6= NP.
Proof. The reduction is from the Hamiltonian Path problem where one endpoint of the path, vertex u, is specified in the
input.
Given an instance of that Hamiltonian Path problem, an unweighted undirected graph G = (V , E) and a vertex u, we
construct an instance for our problem by simply locating the salesperson at u and putting an agent at each of the other
vertices.
If there is a Hamiltonian path in G that starts at u, then there is a solution for the new problem where the Min–Max
value is 1, as follows. The salesperson moves to the next vertex in the path, sells to the agent there, and does not move any
further. Then, each agent moves to the next vertex on the path, sells the goods to the agent there, and also does not move
any further. Thus, all of the agents are visited, and the maximal distance traveled is 1.
On the other hand, if there is a solution withMin–Max value 1, then the salesperson and the agents each make at most
one step and stop (i.e., they traverse at most one edge each). Since all of the agents are visited in a solution, each of the first
|V | − 1 steps must have visited a vertex that had not been visited before. Thus, following the steps in this sequence gives a
Hamiltonian path that starts at u.
It is therefore NP-hard to distinguish between an instance that has a solution with Min–Max value 1 and an instance
that only has solutions withMin–Max values 2 or more. Thus, it is NP-hard to approximate the value of the optimal solution
within a factor lower than 2. 
The reduction for the roundtrip version of the problem is identical. However, here a ‘‘yes’’ instance implies a cost of 2,
and it is NP-hard to distinguish between an instance that has a solution of cost 2 and an instance that only has solutions of
cost 3 or more. We thus have:
Claim E.2. The roundtrip version ofMin–Max Sales cTSP cannot be approximated better than a factor of 3/2, unless P 6= NP.
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